
Share the knowledge of everyone with your entire team.

Automation provides expert knowledge available to your entire team in just a few clicks. Reduce the 

workload of your experts now and accelerate recurring activities through sensible automation. 

Especially redundant tasks are an ideal starting point for automating your processes. The automations 

can also be conveniently controlled from other systems via a modern REST interface.

Open source 
individually

You can get started right away -

with AWX and the DICOS 

Installation Ready Pack. Optimize 

your internal processes with the 

various possibilities of the 

automation platform. DICOS 

supports you with consulting, 

installation and customization -

individually tailored to your 

requirements.

DICOS
AWX Automation
With the AWX automation platform, you 

save time and gain reproducibility and 

stability in your IT processes.

Security & 
administration

Decide exactly which 

automation you want to provide 

to which user groups. Manage 

your systems and access data so 

that only authorized teams gain 

access. Separation into different 

internal organizations is also 

possible.

Ansible 
Technology

Ansible offers a quick entry into 

the world of automation. Take 

advantage of the variety of 

integrations and modules 

available and map your 

processes with ease. Ansible 

works without agents and can 

therefore be easily integrated 

into your existing infrastructure.



DICOS AWX automation

Are you Interested?

Let's hope so! Give us an insight into your challenges, request further information or arrange a web 

session. We will show you how to operate your own automation platform within a short time.

INSTALLATION Ready Pack

► Clarification of requirements and sizing

► Installation of the basic system on site

► Connection of your version management / 

CMDB

► Implementation of initial use cases 

► Initial training

► Hotline support

ANSIBLE AWX Basic system

► Large community

► Many integrations

► Traceability 

► Modern web interface

► Fine granular rights management

► Scheduling and workflows

► Cost transparency

► REST API

“DICOS supports with the first steps with AWX and Ansible on the way to 
automating your IT processes. With AWX, you get a complete and ready-to-use 
solution that can be adapted to the individual requirements of your company at 
any time.”

Dr. Winfried Geyer, Managing Director, DICOS GmbH

Administration made easy

With the AWX dashboard you get all relevant 

information about your automations in a 

modern web interface. You can see directly 

which jobs have been executed on which 

systems and you have access to all relevant 

logs and information.


